The author wishes to make the following corrections to this paper [1] : The abstract begins with the following sentence: "Relativistic location systems that extend relativistic positioning systems ... geometry." The word "location" in this sentence is inappropriate and should be substituted by the word "localizing".
In Page 2, the second paragraph starts with the sentence: "This projective geometry that relativistic localization systems unveil ... geometry." Again, this sentence should be corrected as follows: "This projective geometry that relativistic localizing systems unveil ... geometry.", where the word "localization" is substituted by "localizing".
The expression "relativistic localizing systems" is generic, unlike the incorrect expressions "relativistic location/localization systems", which, consequently, should not be used; hence, these corrections.
The author apologizes for any inconvenience this change might cause. This correction does not cause any changes to the results and the conclusions in the original published paper. The manuscript will be updated and the original will remain online on the article webpage.
